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LIBERTARIAN PARTY HELPS FULTON COUNTY RESIDENTS FIGHT TAX HIKE 

Residents shocked by 2017 assessments can use new one-page guide to appeal 

Atlanta, Ga. June 13, 2017– Fulton County residents appalled by 2017 assessments drastically increasing, in some cases 

doubling, property taxes have found common cause with local Libertarians who are leading a mass appeal of the new 

valuations. The Libertarian Party (LP) of Atlanta created a guide for residents navigating the county’s appeal process, 

consistent with party goals of lower taxes and less government interference.  

The guide is available at http://bit.ly/AppealATL-17. The local Libertarian Party is asking residents to share the link, and 

to print hard copies to share with neighbors who might have limited access to online resources and to legal help.  

Libertarian Party of Atlanta Vice Chair Ryan Graham explained: 

“The residents hardest hit by this latest government overreach, especially our elder citizens on fixed 
incomes, may also lack access to online resources on how to appeal, or have difficulty finding and 
completing the required forms. The Libertarian Party of Atlanta is making that crucial information 
easily available through neighborhood councils, churches, and other local organizations, to empower 
residents against intrusive taxation.”  

County assessors have acknowledged the public outcry about recent rate increases, but say the higher taxes are justified 

by rising property values in Midtown Atlanta and promised economic redevelopment in the West End and Summerhill 

areas. Longtime residents of the county fear local government greed will price them out of homes they have owned or 

rented for decades. In addition to hikes well above 50 percent, assessment notices were distributed late, appeal dates 

on the notices were frequently incorrect, and appeals information on the county website was out of date. Furious 

residents packed an assessors’ meeting on June 9 to demand a freeze while methodologies are reviewed. 

Libertarian Party of Georgia Chair Ted Metz said:  

“This legal plunder is enabled by state law, yet another example of taxpayers swindled by un-elected, 
un-accountable henchmen while elected officials are shielded from their constituents’ ire.  
Government is already out of control – taxpayers shouldn’t be forced to feed the beast.” 

The Libertarian Party of Atlanta is an affiliate of the Libertarian Party of Georgia. Its platform promotes 
libertarian principles including lower taxes, less intrusive government, and increased individual freedom, in 
public discourse and in local communities.  
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